In this paper, we address an integrated framework of domain knowledge and dialog system that can understand user's intention as comprehensively as possible through interaction to recommend contents that meet the user's preferences. The essential concept of our framework is exploring user's intention by controlling topic in dialog through domain knowledge. We consider our framework to be a promising solution especially when the user does not have enough knowledge of target domain of contents. We also report our preliminary work toward our research goal.
Introduction
We are developing a goal-oriented dialog system for retrieving or recommending contents in a practical use case [Yamagami et al., 2017] . The pilot task is a cooking recipe recommendation. Figure 1 is an illustration of our research goal. The dialog system understands the user intention from the expression both by uttered language and by presented image. The reason why we introduce image understanding is that user can utilize image to express his/her intention instead of language when having difficulty to do so with language. Of course, it is possible and reasonable to integrate other interactive modals into our research scope. We have set our goal to be feasible in popularly available devices in recent days or near future.
Goal-oriented dialog system has been an important issue in research of interactive AI and its application. Due to the difficulty of traditional goal-oriented systems, which require a lot domain-specific handcrafting, end-to-end dialog systems have recently been proposed [Bordes et al., 2017] . However, they can deal only with simple tasks based on slot filling due to the difficulty of learning task domain knowledge with wide coverage from dialog corpus. We think that domain knowledge is essential to goal-oriented dialog system, especially in understanding user's intention, and are developing an integrated framework of domain knowledge and dialog management.
When people seek preferable contents by interacting with a dialog system, they have to express their intention or preference in their utterances. However, it is often difficult for ordinary people to state their intentions in a single utterance that can completely express them 1 . Considering the case of shopping, for example, people usually talk with a shop staff in fragmentary expressions which represent or related to their intention, so the shop staff understands their intention gradually through the interaction [Ohtake et al., 2009] .
The main problems that make users use fragmentary expression are:
• User does not always have enough knowledge about domain contents.
• User is not always aware comprehensively of his/her intention or preference about domain contents
The word 'knowledge' mentioned above means 'contents' themselves and also means 'concepts' that characterize 'contents.' Therefore, a dialog system for retrieving or recommending contents information should assist the user to express his/her intention. The reason why is that the user may become aware of potential 'concepts' in his/her intention only after the system provides information about these 'concepts.' In addition, the user may often hesitate to express his/her intention because he/she does not know about what 'knowledge' the system has. This is also a problem that the system should solve or mitigate.
Misu [Misu et al., 2011] proposed a dialog system for supporting user's decision on choosing sightseeing spots. His work is one of the promising solutions to the problem mentioned above. He handled a small size of content to focus on the problem of dialog management. However, it is necessary to deal with large-scale contents set for practical applications such as commercial IT services. The cooking recipe provider Cookpad, for example, holds contents more than one million [Harashima et al., 2016] . We think it is a challenge to realize a dialog system dealing with such large-scale content in the field of interactive AI system. We explain our basic idea of the proposed approach with an example dialog scenario. Table 1 shows an example dialog that we are aiming to realize. Dialog system picks up a word 'cold' in the first utterance as a piece of user intention, then performs inference based on domain knowledge 'cold -> warm food' in the domain knowledge base. (The notation 'concept_1 -> concept_2' indicates that there is a semantic relation between 'concept_1' and 'concept_2'.) Then, the system responds 'Warm food is good for today, isn't it?' to confirm the user's intention (i.e., preference) with regard to 'warm food'.
Domain Knowledge for Exploring User's Intention 2.1 Requirements for Exploring User's Intention
Thus the system explores user's intention by providing a variety of topics (i.e., user preferences that system wants to confirm) in system responses, which are controlled by domain knowledge to keep the dialog context reasonable for the user. We found that dialog context often loses cohesion feeling or an impression rather than objects (ex. name of material or genre etc.) to state his/her preference of recipe. We call those expression 'topic' instead of 'determinant' mentioned in Misu's work. Misu's dialog model assumes that relation between content and topic is a binary relation (i.e., '0' or '1'), so that the model lacks the flexibility of relation representation.
We consider the following two as fundamental requirements which our domain knowledge should satisfy.
1. Collecting lexical knowledge representing concepts concerning the task domain with high coverage. Especially collecting topic concepts to seek the concepts corresponding to contents. 2. Representing strength of relationships among concepts flexibly. In our survey, we did not find previous work with a large vocabulary of topic concepts, while there are several works with relatively small one [Matsumoto and Ren, 2011] . Figure 2 shows the structure of domain knowledge base. It consists of two main categories of knowledge: 'Contents Class' (CC for short) and 'Related Concepts of Contents Class' (RC for short). RC is intended to play a role of topic. 'Contents Instance' (CI for short) are located outside of domain knowledge base. In Misu's work, there is no distinction between CC and CI because it does not matter due to the small size of CI. In case of the large size of CI, relations between RC and large-scale CI are too verbose for dialog manager to handle for exploring the user intention. That is why we introduce CC as a generalization of CI.
Design of Domain Knowledge Base
As mentioned in subsection 2.1, RC and CC are both used for a system response to explore the user's intention. RC and CC are linked 4 with a variety of relation type. Each link (denoted as a green line) has a link score representing the strength of a relation (denoted with the thickness of the line). Figure 3 shows the overview of the dialog framework based on domain knowledge. This framework controls the selection with it and selects dialog topic 'warm food' (CC) by tracing the relation 'cold -> warm food'. In addition, the system can control the selection of dialog topic based on the link score, for example, in the case of multiple relations being possible to select.
Dialog Framework based on Domain Knowledge

Preliminary Work
We have built a knowledge base including knowledge about fundamental Japanese cuisines [Kiyomaru et al., 2018] and a trial dialog system using the knowledge base [Yamagami et al., 2018] as preliminary work of our proposal described in section 2.
Knowledge Base of Fundamental Cuisine
Figure 4: Structure of domain knowledge base of fundamental cuisine Figure 4 shows the structure of the knowledge base. This consists of two knowledge categories: fundamental cuisines (FC for short) and related concepts of cuisine (RC for short). The both are constructed by a combination of automatic and manual methods. The links between FC and RC have link scores among zero and one. Notably, a large part of related concepts (4396 in 4720) represents impressions that crowdsourcing workers annotated about cuisine (ex. 'thick,' 'plain' 5 In general, user intention model is part of dialog state and 'suitable for kids' etc.). The lexical knowledge in this knowledge base covers 78.85% of 766 unknown-words in 6,000 user utterances collected in 'CookChat.' 3.2 Associative Dialog System using Cuisine Knowledge Base Figure 5 : Diagram chart of associative dialog system Figure 5 shows how the dialog system works. This system works according to following processing steps.
STEP1 Extract topic word from the user utterance, match it with RC in KB, then find FCs related to matched RCs.
STEP2 Update FC ranking using link scores (as user intention model).
STEP3 Present a few top-ranked FC's names to show how the system interprets user utterance.
STEP4
Select topics related to top-ranked FCs presented in STEP3.
STEP5 Present topics selected in STEP4 for exploring user preference.
STEP6 After a certain number of iteration of STEP1 ∼ STEP5, then link top-ranked FCs dynamically with cuisine recipes based on the similarity between FC's name and recipe title, and recommend a few top-ranked recipes. Table 2 shows an example dialog 6 in the system. The system helps the user to become aware of a variety of cuisine preferences by presenting topics ('plain-tasted food,' 'Korean style food,' 'customizable in taste' and 'taste of Worcester sauce') sequentially. The topic sequence is controlled associatively by tracing their relations in the knowledge base.
We conducted user evaluation 7 of the system by subjective questionnaire about evaluation criteria of 'naturalness of dialog.' The result did not show any statistically significant advantages against the efficiency-first (i.e., non-associative) dialog system we developed before. We could not prove the associative dialog makes contextual cohesion better. However, some evaluators commented: " An associative dialog is also a good approach when my preference is vague", "The system can recommend cuisines beyond my expectation".
Summary
In this paper, we addressed an integrated framework of domain knowledge and dialog system for a recommendation of contents that meet the user's preference. Specifically, we proposed an idea of topic control based on that knowledge for exploring the user's intention. The feature of the knowledge base is that it holds rich topic concepts to obtain pieces of intention from the user who does not have enough knowledge of the dialog task domain. In our preliminary work, the fundamental cuisine knowledge base showed reasonably good coverage against utterances in recipe recommendation dialogs, and the associative dialog system with that knowledge base was evaluated as potentially helpful to remind the user of his/her unconscious preference. We will try the following problems as future work.
Scale Up Domain Knowledge Base
We have to acquire concepts with a cost-effective method of crowd-sourcing. We will introduce gamification approach [Otani et al., 2016] to do that.
Understanding Image
We will deal with language and image from the user with an integrated mechanism, not just with a combination of dialog system and image retrieval. We will introduce a machine learning model generating topics from the images to interpret language and image seamlessly.
Dialog Management
The plan-based approach [Allen et al., 1995] is effective when the user has relatively concrete intention in every dialog turn. However, in our target task, the user does not always have the one. We will formalize a topic selection strategy to explore the user's potential intention.
